Results: Flow cytometric PMNL count had 100% sensitivity and specificity, while manual PMNL count had a sensitivity of 65.52% and specificity of 90% with significant difference (P value < .05).
Conclusion:
Flow cytometry is more reliable rapid method for PMNL counting, than the manual method that is less accurate and time-consuming in diagnosing clinically suspected SBP.
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Various studies support the use of flow cytometric differential counts as a rapid accurate and improved reference method for PMNL and other differential counts. 7, 10 Thus, this study was carried out to compare the diagnostic accuracy of manual versus the flow cytometric PMNL counting in diagnosing patients clinically suspected to have spontaneous bacterial peritonitis.
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

| Enrollment of subjects
This hospital-based cross-sectional study was carried out on 320 patients recruited from Tropical Medicine and Gastroenterology 
| Exclusion criteria
Patients with secondary bacterial peritonitis, tuberculous, malignant or pancreatic ascites, immunosuppressive therapy, systemic antibiotics therapy within the previous 1 month for any other infections, trauma, surgery, other viral infections except liver disease, and cancer anywhere in the body including liver cancer, all were excluded from the study.
| Laboratory workup
Routine laboratory investigations have been carried out to all the included patients in the form of complete blood count (using 
| Statistical analysis
The data were tested for normality using the Anderson-Darling test and for homogeneity variances prior to further statistical analysis. Categorical variables were described by number and 
| RESULTS
The present study includes 320 patients with virally induced-cirrhosis, clinically suspected to have SBP with the mean age 59.9 ± 11.2 years old, 272 (85%) males and 48 (15%) females (Table 1 ). Hepatitis C viral infection was highly frequent than HBV. Ninety percent of the included cirrhotic patients were child-Pugh class C. Abdominal pain, In twenty patients ( 
| DISCUSSION
The clinical diagnosis of SBP without abdominal paracentesis is insuf- 
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